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Pounds versus Kilograms
One of the first decisions you have to make when choosing a kettlebell is the 
system in which it is weighted.  The two most common types in the United 
States are pounds or kilograms. Kettlebells have their origins in Russia, so for 
this reason a lot of them are based in kilograms and you can find them in four, 
sometimes two, kilogram increments. The most popular increments are 
8,12,16,20,24, 28 and 32 kilograms.  
One kilogram equals 2.2 pounds. So, for example 8 kilograms equals about 
18 pounds and 12 kilograms equals about 26 pounds. 
Most people in America are familiar with American style five pound increments 
like 20,25,30,35, etc.  

Is There A Difference, Is One Better Than The Other?
For the most part the two are really just a unit of measurement to get used to. 
However, there are a few things some lifters like about kilograms: 
• international color standards. There is an international color standard for 

certain kilogram weights which make them easy to identify.  
• there are more options for increments. For example, in some kettlebells 

you can find 10,12,14,16 kilograms going up by increments of two which 
is a little less than 5 pounds. So your jumps in training weight are not as 
much 

• more high quality options for kettlebells in kilograms 
• if you ever compete, it will be more helpful to train with 

Essentially, there is no difference from a lifting standpoint, you will quickly get 
used to kilograms if you are unfamiliar with them. 

The next most common decision is to decide the type or style of kettlebell 
which can be based on dimensions and paint. 
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Casting

• GRAVITY CASTING, is the most precise way to create a mold. It casts the metal to the 
specific weight you are creating. If a kettlebell is not gravity cast you risk not accurately 
casting the kettlebell to the same weight and dimensions as the mold ages. So, if you 
purchase a kettlebell that was made at the end of a batch of non gravity cast kettlebells, the 
weight might not be as accurate. 

• The Process, Preheat the mold, then the mold cavity is then coated with a refractory 
material or a mold wash, which prevents the casting from sticking to the mold and 
prolongs the mold life. Molten metal is poured into the mold. After solidifying, the mold is 
opened and the casting removed. Then repeat. Molds for the casting process consist of 
two parts. The metal is poured at the lowest possible temperature in order to reduce 
cracks. This is important for the smoothness of the kettlebell when in use.  The main 
advantages are the molds are reusable, smooth surface finish and dimensional 
accuracy 

• Kettlebells can also be cast by hand rather than with machines. This can lead to 
imperfections in the weight and dimensions.We recommend gravity cast kettlebells to ensure 
you are training with the correct weight and dimensions 

• SINGLE CAST, kettlebells can be made as one solid piece of metal or the ‘bell’ portion can 
be molded and the handle welded on. You can usually tell by looking at the smoothness of 
the transition from the handle on the bell to the body and look for welding near the point 
where it meets. The most durable types of kettlebells are made as one single mold. So, if 
you drop the kettlebell the welding does not break and the kettlebell stays in tact.

There are different casting styles of how kettlebells are made. They can be cast 
by hand, machine cast and gravity cast. The way a kettlebell is cast affects the 
smoothness of the surface area and the accuracy of the weight. Even if a 
kettlebell is painted a certain way, the casting will affect your user experience.
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Powder Coat Kettlebells

• Powder coating is the most durable type of kettlebell paint. It will not 
chip or crack easily. Especially compared to many store bought 
brands. 

• What to look for:

• SMOOTH FINISH, Pay close attention to the finish when 
comparing one kettlebell images to another. Having a smooth 
finish protects your hands, wrists and forearms. Lots of 
kettlebells are marketed as powder coated, but not equal in 
smoothness of finish 

• HANDLE GRIP, Powder coating make a great gripping surface 
when your hands are sweating, also holds chalk better than other 
kettlebell paint 

• LIFETIME WARRANTY, Look for brands that offer lifetime 
warranties. You can be sure they put a lot into the casting and 
painting effort. 

• GRAVITY, SINGLE CAST, You want the ‘skeleton’ of your powder 
coated kettlebell to be durable, not just the ‘skin’ 

• FLAT BASE, having a machined, flat base makes for easy 
storage 

• Typically created in kilograms, this falls into the category 
mentioned earlier of high end kettlebells usually made in 
kilograms.

The most common type of kettlebell which you might be familiar with is a cast iron 
kettlebell. This is the style pictured below, different brands can differ slightly in 
the type of paint and the dimensions of the kettlebell. Pictured below is a powder 
coating on a cast iron kettlebell. You can think of the mold type as the skeleton 
and the paint type as the skin of the kettlebell. Ideally, the kettlebell paint is 
durable, meaning it will not chip or scratch easily (which can cause injuries) and 
grips well so you can hang onto the kettlebell during workouts, especially while 
sweating.
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Traditional Cast Iron Kettlebells 

• What to look for:

• SMOOTH FINISH, You still want the kettlebell 
to have a smooth finish from the casting and 
painting process. 

• LIFETIME WARRANTY, Look for brands that 
offer lifetime warranties. You can be sure they 
put a lot into the casting and painting effort. 

• You want the ‘skeleton’ of your powder coated 
kettlebell to be durable, not just the ‘skin 

• You will more commonly be able to find a 
traditional cast iron kettlebell in kilograms or in 
American style five pound increments. So, if 
you want to stick with American style weights 
than you probably want a traditional cast iron 
kettlebell 

• FLAT BASE, having a machined, flat base 
makes for easy storage

The term ‘traditional’ in this case refers to the 
style of paint. Ideally, you want the ‘skeleton’ of 
the kettlebell to be made in the same ways 
mentioned previously. However, if a super 
durable paint is not as big of an issue for you, 
a more traditional paint usually cost less.

This style of kettlebell is ideal for someone who 
wants to get started with kettlebells at a cost  
effective option. Ideally your traditional kettlebell 
is still well made, but has a coat of paint that  
does not cause it to cost as much and can be  
found in a weight style you are comfortable with.
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Steel Kettlebells

• What to look for:

• WINDOW SHAPE, will be the biggest difference between different brands. You want a kettlebell in 
which the window is designed for easier insertion of the hand and wrist with comfort overhead and in 
the rack position during lifts. More comfort and easier insertion equal better workouts and new 
personal records in strength, endurance and competitions 

• HANDLE DIAMETER, usually in either 33 or 35mm. 35mm is the international standard for 
competitions, but 33 can be used for general fitness training 

• GRAVITY CAST to specific weight, gravity casts create better surface finish and better dimensional 
accuracy compared to other types of molds. 

• NO WELDING, you want it made by precision single casting technology, which means it is cast as 
one solid piece instead of welding parts.  

• FILLERS, Most commonly, steel kettlebells are made from a standard, one size shell and then filled 
with sawdust and ball bearings to achieve the desired weight. These can come loose and rattle over 
time. The more durable type are cast as a solid piece of steel with no fillers. 

• You can tell if a kettlebell has its own mold if it has an opening in the bottom. This indicates one 
solid piece of steel cast specifically to that weight with no sawdust or ball bearings as fillers. This 
is especially important if you want to compete but not as big a deal if you are training for general 
fitness use and just like the concept of color standards and the same size kettlebell regardless 
of weight. Typically, precision cast bells cost a bit more for the higher quality.

Steel kettlebells are one of the alternatives to cast iron kettlebells.  Steel is 
actually more durable than cast iron and is the most durable type of kettlebell you 
can buy because steel is a more durable metal. Traditionally, steel kettlebells 
have been reserved for competition style lifting and are used by a small group of 
individuals. They are usually all the exact same size and dimensions regardless 
of weight but differ in density to achieve the desired weight. Being the same size 
ensures the same form and feel of the kettlebell to the lifter during training 
regardless of weight. Most of the time these kind are based in kilograms and 
color coded to international standards for the weight and come in 2 or 4 kilogram 
increments.
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Steel Kettlebells

The kettlebell on the left has a 35mm handle and is made for competitive use, the kettlebell on the 
right has a 33mm handle and is made for more general fitness training. Notice the difference in the 
window (area between the bell and the handle). A smaller window is better for high repetition 
snatches and jerks, the kettlebell on the left has a smaller window and is designed for competition 
use and training. It is cast from solid piece of steel in kilogram increments.  The kettlebell on the 
right is designed for general fitness use like swings and squats. It is based in American style 5 
pound increments and is made of a shell filled with fillers to achieve the desired weight. Neither 
one is necessarily better than the other, it depends on the intended use, but the kettlebell on the 
left will be in pristine condition for longer because of its casting.
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Rubber Coat Kettlebells

• What to look for: 

• Chrome handle is wider across compared to traditional 
kettlebells, so it is easier to fit both hands for most 
users 

• Chrome handle is smaller in circumference compared 
to traditional kettlebells for those concerned about big 
handle sizes 

• Many kettlebell users prefer the feel of chromed handle 
to traditional steel or painted handles, it is softer on 
your hands

• Rubber coating is easier on user compared to other 
kettlebells during workouts as you make contact with 
kettlebell 

• High quality steel chromed handle prevents rusting with 
prolonged use 

• Kettlebell is made from durable cast iron, then coated 

• Coated in virgin rubber, which provides excellent 
resistance to impact during workout 

• Can be produced in kilograms or pounds.

Rubber coat kettlebells are usually cast iron kettlebells with a rubber coating and 
a chrome handle. The rubber coating is designed to protect workout surfaces and 
the user and is ideal for home use. Typically the handles are thinner in diameter 
than traditional cast iron kettlebells, so these are ideal for people who are 
concerned with handles being to big for their hands.
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Plastic Kettlebells

• Designed to be as inexpensive as 
possible so that you can start your 
kettlebell workouts without 
spending a lot of money on a 
kettlebell and then paying more to 
have it shipped to you.  This Plastic 
Kettlebell is made from durable 
plastic so that no matter where you 
do your workouts the kettlebell will 
hold up over time and never rust! 
Rusting can be an issue with all 
kettlebells over time, but you will 
never have Plastic Kettlebells. 

Plastic kettlebells are ideal for a starting, inexpensive option. They do lack the 
construction and durability of all aforementioned models, but if you are unsure 
about kettlebell training, it gives you the option to dip your toe in the water with a 
lighter weight before making an investment in a high quality kettlebell. 
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Kettlebell Training Resources 
• Receive weekly workouts in your inbox: http://

info.kettlebellkings.com/kettlebell-kings-weekly-kettlebell-
workouts 

• Training & Technique: http://blog.kettlebellkings.com/

• Social Media Outlets:

• Instagram

• Facebook

• YouTube
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